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Who doesn’t LOVE retailer events? Well, if you do, February was the 
month for you. From Valentine’s Day, to Ramadan and then on to Easter, 
event-based comms stole the show in the grocery multiples. Value 
continued to play high on the agenda and Spring started to kick in with 
gardening products beginning to feature.

It was a very quiet month in the discounters, with only B&M having any 
activity worthy of note, in store.

Digitally things were also a little quiet in grocery this month, although we 
saw greater activity in the digital space than physical, for the discounters.
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Time to Celebrate!

Events were flavour of the month for ASDA. We saw digital 
signage working well across store, except for the coffee aisle 
where merchandised products didn’t match the digital ticket 
strips #epicfail. The store’s bakery makeover gave a more 
premium look and feel and branded in-aisle takeovers 
appeared in several categories.









This year, Asda has launched a dedicated page on their 
website offering a fantastic selection of foods to assist 
shoppers in starting their preparations for Ramadan. 

All grocery essentials are taken care of and Ramadan-
inspired Iftar recipes are on hand for any of those looking 
for inspiration. 

Customers can browse through a range of refreshing, thirst 
quenching drinks, indulge in sweet treats from the snacks 
section, and keep their homes clean ahead of the fasting 
season with household and cleaning products.

Ramadan at Asda!



The School Shop!

With children returning to school after half 
term, Asda implemented a one-stop-shop 
on their website. With "The School Shop“.

Shoppers can discover all they need with 
the latest Back to School range at Asda, 
which includes excellent value mealtime 
ideas, as well as essential school stationery 
items like pens and sticky notes.



Sharing the Love!

This month's trip to Tesco was dominated by food shortages, a focus on lower prices and events such as Easter and Mother’s Day. 
In response to the current economic climate it was nice to see a retailer promotion directly helping households that need it the
most, with a GE dedicated to hygiene poverty.





Along with British Heart Foundation Tesco are looking to combat 
the increased risk of heart attacks and strokes among millions of 
people in the UK who suffer from high blood pressure. 

“At a time when the health service is under incredible strain, making blood 
pressure checks and health information readily available in places like 
Tesco supermarkets has the potential to help millions of people improve 
their health and prevent countless heart attacks and strokes.” - Dr 
Charmaine Griffiths, Chief Executive at the British Heart Foundation.

Valentine’s Heart Health!

Tesco has teamed up with Strictly Come Dancing stars Gorka
Marquez and Gemma Atkinson for a digital campaign to 
encourage shoppers to get their blood pressure checked.
Tesco pharmacies offer quick and easy blood pressure checks, and 
they’re always strictly free!  The Campaign was fully supported on 
social media channels and the Tesco website.

The 373 in-store pharmacies across the country now make it effortless for 
customers to take care of themselves and their loved ones.



Love is in the Air!

Sainsburys made Valentine’s Day a focal 
point in February and featured 
prominently in stores. 
The retailer continued it’s trend of 
allowing branded bay takeovers, 
showcasing products from popular 
gifting favourites.
Other notable activity was dedicated to 
events such as Ramadan and a Pet Event, 
catering to a diverse range of customers.











Driving Home Value!

Waitrose made a noticeable change this 
month with a stronger focus on lower prices, 
which was communicated throughout the 
store.
The retailer is usually muted in its store 
comms but this month you couldn’t escape 
the noise, signalling a shift in the retailer’s 
approach to pricing.





Let’s Celebrate!

Like other major multiples, Morrisons places a strong 
emphasis on events in February with Ramadan, Easter and 
Mother’s Day all featuring prominently.

The spirits category also garnered attention through the use 
of illuminated shelves which helped products stand out in the 
aisle.

However like Tesco, Morrisons also experienced product 
shortages in the egg category.







Influencing Shoppers!

Morrisons went full speed ahead with its influencer marketing this 
month, partnering with DadDownload for both Pancake day and 
Valentine’s day. In these campaigns the lovable dad humorously 
presents the expectations of the two celebratory days, only to be 
brought back to reality by his loving family, showcasing Morrisons' 
products as an integral part of the celebrations.

In another influencer campaign for February, Morrisons collaborated 
with fashion and lifestyle vlogger mama_and_minimees to remind 
consumers that they have locked the prices of over 1000 prices in-
store. This collaboration effectively communicated Morrisons' value 
proposition to its audience while leveraging the influencer's reach and 
credibility in the fashion and lifestyle space.



Best of Brands!

We continued to see B&M offer brands the 
opportunity to take over Gondola Ends. They 
appear to be one of the few discounters 
embracing marketing branded products in 
store. 



Too Good to Go!

Get food from Aldi for even less! Aldi has made their debut on 
the Too Good To Go app to help reduce food waste. For just 
£3.30, users can now rescue a bag of delicious surplus food worth 
at least £10! 

All 990 UK stores will take part in the initiative and The 
nationwide rollout is expected to save a further 4,000 tonnes of 
food from going to waste annually, forming a key part of Aldi’s 
ongoing commitment to cut food waste.



The Garden Shop!

As Spring approaches, Aldi has ramped up their Special Buys categories 
and filled it with all things garden related. From affordable greenhouses to 
breath-taking plants and high-quality seeds, Aldi is offering a 
comprehensive range of products to help you transform your outdoor 
space into a dream haven.

Offering not only great bargains, but also includes tips and inspiration to 
help you create the garden of your dreams without breaking the bank. 



Digital Wine Tour!

Lidl launched its own “Wine Tour" on Youtube, featuring Master of Wine Richard 
Bampfield evaluating their limited edition range with tasting notes, ratings, and top picks 
to help customers make informed decisions.

The video guides viewers through selecting the right wine and pairing it with meals, with 
links back to the website where users can explore Bampfield’s rating system in more 
depth. This approach allows Lidl to showcase their expertise in wine selection and 
educate consumers on the different varieties available in their stores. 



We hope you find the content of this 
report useful and would welcome any 
feedback. 

Alternatively, if you have any retailers, 
you would like to see included, please 
let us know.

With more than 30 year’s experience, 
Altavia HRG know how to create 
exciting new ways to connect with and 
convert shoppers.

For help or advice with your trickiest 
briefs, or if you have any questions
please contact:

paul@altavia-hrg.com


